
 

TTS2F – TTS2AN 
 

TTS2F: 230Vac Control unit for 1 motor. Ideal for 'automation of curtains, blinds and shutters. 
Deadman by external buttons and remote control, Step by Step single command and dual command 
(open-stop-close) (open-stop-opens / closes-stop-close) by external buttons and TX, programmable 
working time, closing automatic flashing, radio, Rolling-Code decoding and Dip-Switch.  
Photocell inputs, stop, fca, fcc, command opens and closes individual and general.  
 
TTS2AN: 230vac control unit for 1 motor. ideal for 'automation of blinds and shutters.  
This man from outer buttons and by remote control, stepper single command and dual command 
(open-stop-close) (open-stop-opens / closes-stop-close) by external buttons and remote control, 
working time 120 sec. radio on board with rolling code decoding and dip-switch. stop inputs and 
anemometer (with adjustable threshold) command opens and closes individual and general. 
 
 

 
 
SPECIFICATIONS:  

Power supply  230 Vac single-phase 50/60 Hz  
N ° 1 x 0.5 HP  Motors  
Blink    230 VAC 40W max  
Alim photocells  12 Vdc Max 1W  
Operating temperature -20 to +55 ° C  
Anemometer  For a magnet (recommended)  
Dimensions  110X80X30 
 
LEARNING CODES: 

Press the P1 LED programming "prog" will illuminate to indicate that the unit is ready to learn a 
remote control ( either code or DIP Rolling-Code with automatic recognition of the type ) . Now you 
can press one of the keys to a transmitter. The LED prog . gives a blink . Without pressing the button 
again P1 may learn additional remotes the same family one after the other until the LED is lit prog . If 
you chose the configuration with two buttons ( DIP5 dip6 in or on) press a remote control button that 
will make the ' opening and Sequito a second key that will make the closure . 
After learning of the ' ultimate remote control , wait until the LED turns off (about 6 seconds ) to 
indicate that the system has exited TX and is ready to operate in a normal manner . 
WARNING: 

 after learning the first code the system will only accept that family of codes ( if the first is Rolling all 
others will be rolling ) . 
RADIO MODULE: 

The controller is equipped with a working frequency of 433.92MHz receiver and circuit for decoding 
codes , both DIP ( 12bit ) that Rolling -code ( max. 200 codes ) . 
MEMORY RESET: 
( Mandatory prior to installation) 
Press and hold the button P1 prog from the red LED flashes and then turns on the drive, turned off the 
reset is complete. When you release the button , the LED gives a flashing sequence . 

 

GESTIONE DIP e CONFIGURAZIONE FUNZIONI 

DIP ON OFF 

DIP 1 Inputs 14 - 15 operates as an end-run. 14 - 15 manages inputs such as buttons and 
closes all open all 

DIP 2 Enable automatic closing. Pause time 60 sec. Disable automatic closing. 

DIP 3 Enable input anemometer. By adjusting the 
threshold TR. Closes if the tent and 'open and 
inhibits the central 3 minuti.Tempo permanent job 
120 seconds 

Enable the 'photocell input. In closing, it reverses 
the direction of travel. With TR adjusts the time 
from 5 to 120 seconds 

DIP 4 Enable this man commands from the terminal. inputs 
12-13-14-15 

Enable step-by-step commands from the terminal. 
inputs 12-13-14-15 

DIP 5 Man this from two-button remote control influential 

DIP 6 Enable step-by-step, two-button remote control. 
open-stop-opens / closes-stop-close 

Enable step-by-step from a remote control button. 
open-stop-close 

 

VALUES OF THE TRIMMER "TR":  
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FLASHING 220V or 12V:  

using the terminals 6 and 7, which give a clean contact, you can 'monitor the operation of' automation. can be used 
to connect a card without flashing intermittently or 220 vac 12 vdc a spy. 
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CONNECTIONS: 

 

OPEN / CLOSE 

SINGLE 

THIS MAN

OPEN / CLOSE 

TOTAL 

THIS MAN BUTTON 

STEP / STEP
BUTTON 

STEP / STEP

BUTTON

STOP

CONNECTION 

PARALLEL

 
 

 

ANEMOMETER PHOTOELECTRIC
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RX

 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DISPOSAL : keep the product out of the reach of children. Do not throw the ' apparatus together with the common municipal waste as a symbol marked on the product. (Directive 2002/96/EC ) 

                                  
And ' responsibility to dispose of electrical product collection centers according to the specifications of public bodies. 
DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY ' EC CAR 
(Directive 89/392 EEC , Annex II , Part B) 
The manufacturer declares that the above listed products are manufactured to be incorporated into or assembled with other machinery to construct a machine as modified in accordance with Directive 
89/392 EEC . 
They are , however, conform to the provisions of this Directive to also comply with the provisions of the following directives : 
Directive 72/23 EEC Directive 93/68 EEC ( Low Voltage ) 
Directive 89/336 EEC directive 92/31 EEC Directive 92/68 EEC ( Electromagnetic Compatibility ) 
Harmonized standards : 
EN60335 -1, EN60204 -1, EN55014 , EN61000 -3-2 , EN61000 -3-3 , EN61000 -4-2 , ENV50141 , EN61000 -4-4 , EN61000-4- 5, EN610000 -4 -11, EN55104 . 
It also declares that it is prohibited to put the above-mentioned products on the market before the machine has these rules and that is not declared in conformity with the conditions required by Directive 
89/392 EEC and national laws apply, as long as the material that is the subject of this declaration , does not form a whole with the final machine. 


